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ACCESS REAL-TIME IT SALARY SURVEY DATA 

Save Time and Money on Your Compensation Initiatives
Over the past several years, the IT Industry has been one of the most dynamic and volatile industries around. There 
are hundreds of possible degrees and IT certifications that influence IT compensation and there are new specialties 
appearing all the time. What’s more, in this economy many salaries are trending downwards. However, some in the 
IT sector have actually accelerated. Do you know which is which? PayScale offers easy access to detailed IT salary 
survey data and ongoing local market rates for the IT Industry. From software engineers to system administrators, 
QA testers to .NET developers, you get unique salary and benefit data matched to your organization’s size, location 
and specialty. Armed with PayScale’s real-time salary data, you’ll be able to reveal potential savings throughout your 
organization.

A Cost Effective Solution for IT Salary Survey Data
 • Over 400 IT industry positions
 • Over 5,000 organizations represented, from start-ups to software giants
 • Over 60,000 IT salary survey respondents in the last 365 days
 • Over 920 metropolitan and rural U.S. and Canadian locations

Access Real-Time Comp Data for Over 400 Unique IT Positions
Systems Engineer Compensation  IT Project Manager Compensation
Network Engineer Compensation  Technical Writer Compensation
Information Architect Compensation  Help Desk Technician Compensation
IT Director Compensation   Security Manager Compensation
UI Designer Compensation   And hundreds more...

Review Detailed Salary data on IT Skills, Certifications and Degrees
IT Specialty: Programming languages, security protocols, video game development, and more
IT Certifications: Including CCNA, MCP, CISA, and MCSA
Degree Attained: Associate’s, Bachelor’s, Masters, PhD

Better Answers at a Better Price than Traditional Salary Surveys
PayScale offers affordable, flexible pricing options, based on your company’s specific needs. You can purchase single 
reports to receive instant salary data for the positions of your choice, or choose an annual subscription for unlimited 
access to our full host of compensation tools, and data resources.

Call an Account Manager toll-free at (888) 699-0702 to discuss pricing for your company.
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